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RE: Climate Alliance next steps
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For the call and discussion of shared services/structure on the call later today, here is a cut at a flow
chart.
 
 
Dan Carol
Senior Advisor on Infrastructure and Energy
Office of California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
444 North Capitol Street NW
Hall of the States, Suite 134
Washington, DC 20001
O: (202) 624-5273
C: (202) 770-9355
Email: dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov
 
From: Gareth Lacy [mailto:Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV] 
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 6:56 PM
To: 'Davis, Chris (GOV)' <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Kate Dineen <Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;
Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>; Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Dan Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; John
O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Works for CA
 
From: Davis, Chris (GOV) [mailto:chris.davis@gov.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 3:17 PM
To: James Allen; Aimee Barnes; Kate Dineen; Alexander Cochran; Noah Rayman; Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Re-sent for 3 PM Pacific
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy and Carbon Markets| Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell: 360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov | chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
 
From: James Allen [mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov] 

mailto:dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov


Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 3:15 PM
To: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Kate Dineen <Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>; Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Ricketts, Sam
(GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime
(GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Can we find a time to hop on the phone tomorrow? NY can't do anything until late in the day. Would 6
or 7 pm ET work?
 
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 12:27 PM
To: Kate Dineen; 'Davis, Chris (GOV)'; Alexander Cochran; James Allen; Noah Rayman; Ricketts,
Sam (GOV)
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Ok just sent over
 
From: Kate Dineen [mailto:Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:11 AM
To: 'Davis, Chris (GOV)'; Aimee Barnes; Alexander Cochran; James Allen; Noah Rayman; Ricketts,
Sam (GOV)
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
How about this—need correct name and number.  
 
##### UNDER EMBARGO UNTIL MONDAY JUNE 5TH 2PM ET – remember website doesn’t
go live until 2PM ET#########
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 5, 2017
CONTACT: TBD
 
Leaders in U.S. Economy Say “We Are Still In” on Paris Climate Agreement
 
Washington DC – Over 1,000 U.S. governors, mayors, businesses, investors, and colleges and
universities, representing the broadest cross section of the American economy yet assembled in pursuit
of climate action, today declared their intent to continue to ensure the U.S. remains a global leader in
reducing carbon emissions.  
 
Together, these leaders are sending a strong signal to the international community and the 194 other



parties to the Paris Agreement about the continued commitment of the United States to ambitious
action on climate change absent leadership at the federal level. In the aggregate, the signatories are
delivering concrete emissions reductions that will help meet America's emissions pledge under the
Paris Agreement.
 
Signatories number over 1,000 and include some of the most populous states and cities in the U.S.,
including California and cities like New York, Los Angeles, and Houston, as well as smaller cities
like Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Dubuque, Iowa. A mixture of private universities, state schools and
community colleges, both small and large, have added their institutions to the statement. More than a
dozen fortune 500 companies in addition to hundreds of small businesses have also signed the statement
 
The statement calls the Trump administration’s decision to pull the U.S. out of the climate accord “a
grave mistake that endangers the American public and hurts America’s economic security and
diplomatic reputation.” The signers all understand that the Paris Agreement is a blueprint for job
creation, stability and global prosperity and that accelerating the United States’ clean energy transition
is an opportunity – not a liability – to create jobs, spur innovation, promote trade and ensure American
competitiveness. By declaring that “we are still in,” the signatories are putting the best interests of their
constituents, customers, students and communities first while assuring the rest of the world that
American leadership on climate change extends well beyond the federal government.
 
In addition to this statement, since President Trump’s announcement to withdraw from the Paris
Agreement, at minimum 211 Climate Mayors have adopted the Paris Agreement goals for their
cities, currently 9 13 Governors have formed the bipartisan Governor’s United States Climate Alliance,
and at least17 governors have released individual statements standing by Paris. Today’s statement
embraces this rapidly growing movement of subnational and civil society leaders, by announcing that
not only are these leaders stepping forward, they are stepping forward together.
 
To view the full statement, quotes and list of signatories, visit: www.WeAreStillIn.com
 
 
From: Davis, Chris (GOV) [mailto:chris.davis@gov.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 12:07 PM
To: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Kate Dineen <Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;
Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime
(GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I was pleased to see they referenced the Climate Alliance generally and don’t need to see WA called out
in the statement.
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy and Carbon Markets| Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell: 360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov | chris.davis@gov.wa.gov



 
From: Aimee Barnes [mailto:Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:05 AM
To: 'Kate Dineen' <Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>; Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>; Davis, Chris
(GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime
(GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
We had been trying to keep the two separate, to make it clear that the US Climate Alliance is not part of
or under the umbrella of the “We Are Still In” effort or any of the other efforts being conflated with it. I
have also asked them to remove the reference to California in the press release. I can ask them to
include NY and WA in it if you want (I suggested that they refer instead to OR since they were left out
of the Alliance announcement last week and deserve some spotlight) but I think we are going to stay off
the presser by name. Feel free to give me a call if you want to discuss, 510-541-9871. Thanks!
 
From: Kate Dineen [mailto:Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:02 AM
To: Alexander Cochran; Aimee Barnes; James Allen; Noah Rayman; 'Ricketts, Sam (GOV)'; Davis,
Chris (GOV)
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
We are good to sign on too.
 
We understand the letter language is set, but feel strongly that the U.S. Climate Alliance should be
mentioned in the release.
 
Aimee, if you all agree, are you able to interface with the Bloomberg people to get this edit made?  
 
 
##### UNDER EMBARGO UNTIL MONDAY JUNE 5TH 2PM ET – remember website doesn’t
go live until 2PM ET#########
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 5, 2017
CONTACT: TBD
 
Leaders in U.S. Economy Say “We Are Still In” on Paris Climate Agreement
 
Washington DC – Over 1,000 U.S. governors, mayors, businesses, investors, and colleges and
universities, representing the broadest cross section of the American economy yet assembled in pursuit
of climate action, today declared their intent to continue to ensure the U.S. remains a global leader in
reducing carbon emissions.  



 
Together, these leaders are sending a strong signal to the international community and the 194 other
parties to the Paris Agreement about the continued commitment of the United States to ambitious
action on climate change absent leadership at the federal level. In the aggregate, the signatories are
delivering concrete emissions reductions that will help meet America's emissions pledge under the
Paris Agreement.
 
Signatories number over 1,000 and include the founding members of the United States Climate
Alliance, California, New York, and Washington, as well as some of the nation’s most populous states
and cities in the U.S., including California and cities like New York, Los Angeles, and Houston, and as
well as smaller cities like Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Dubuque, Iowa. A mixture of private
universities, state schools and community colleges, both small and large, have added their institutions
to the statement. More than a dozen fortune 500 companies in addition to hundreds of small businesses
have also signed the statement
 
The statement calls the Trump administration’s decision to pull the U.S. out of the climate accord “a
grave mistake that endangers the American public and hurts America’s economic security and
diplomatic reputation.” The signers all understand that the Paris Agreement is a blueprint for job
creation, stability and global prosperity and that accelerating the United States’ clean energy transition
is an opportunity – not a liability – to create jobs, spur innovation, promote trade and ensure American
competitiveness. By declaring that “we are still in,” the signatories are putting the best interests of their
constituents, customers, students and communities first while assuring the rest of the world that
American leadership on climate change extends well beyond the federal government.
 
In addition to this statement, since President Trump’s announcement to withdraw from the Paris
Agreement, at minimum 211 Climate Mayors have adopted the Paris Agreement goals for their
cities, currently 9 Governors have formed the bipartisan Governor’s Climate Alliance, and at
least17 governors have released individual statements standing by Paris. Today’s statement embraces
this rapidly growing movement of subnational and civil society leaders, by announcing that not only are
these leaders stepping forward, they are stepping forward together.
 
To view the full statement, quotes and list of signatories, visit: www.WeAreStillIn.com
 
 
From: Alexander Cochran 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:53 AM
To: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>; Noah
Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; 'Ricketts, Sam (GOV)' <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>; Davis,
Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
 
The FAQs make it very clear that this is only the letter and we are different from them so that's very
good. 



 
A
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 11:49 AM
To: James Allen; Noah Rayman; 'Ricketts, Sam (GOV)'; Davis, Chris (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Email attached, which includes the attachments
 
From: James Allen [mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 8:32 AM
To: Noah Rayman; 'Ricketts, Sam (GOV)'; Aimee Barnes; Davis, Chris (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Great. We are sending now.
 
From: Noah Rayman
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 11:31 AM
To: 'Ricketts, Sam (GOV)'; James Allen; Aimee Barnes; Davis, Chris (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Updated header to say “10 New Members” instead of 9 states and Puerto Rico in order to have double
digits:
 
 
UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE ADDS 10 NEW MEMBERS TO COALITION
COMMITTED TO UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD 
 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors Brown, Cuomo and Inslee, Now
Includes 13 Members 
 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced that Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia have all joined the coalition, which is
committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking aggressive action on climate change.
 
In response to President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing



emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean
Power Plan.
 
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the sharing of information and best practices, and
implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors of the economy.
 
“The President has already said climate change is a hoax, which is the exact opposite of virtually all
scientific and worldwide opinion,” said Governor Brown. “I don't believe fighting reality is a good
strategy – not for America, not for anybody. If the President is going to be AWOL in this profoundly
important human endeavor, then California and other states will step up.”
 
“As the federal government turns its back on the environment, New York and states across the country
are picking up the mantle of climate leadership and showing the world it’s possible to address climate
change while also creating good-paying careers,” said Governor Cuomo. “The U.S. Climate Alliance
is committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of Washington’s
irresponsible actions. We welcome these 10 new members and look forward to collaborating and
maintaining the momentum in the global effort to protect our planet, while jumpstarting the clean
energy economy.”
 
"Those of us who understand science and feel the urgency of protecting our children's air and water are
as united as ever in confronting one of the greatest challenges of our lifetime,” said Governor Inslee.
“Our collective efforts to act on climate will ensure we maintain the U.S.'s commitment to curb carbon
pollution while advancing a clean energy economy that will bring good-paying jobs to America's
workers."
 
“Connecticut has been a national leader in combating climate change and we have no plans of slowing
down our efforts,” said Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy. “In the absence of leadership from
the White House in addressing climate change, it is incumbent upon the states to take action in order to
protect their residents. We remain committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Climate
Agreement because it is the right thing to do for not only the future of our state, but for the future of our
planet. I am proud to stand with my fellow governors in support of efforts to reverse the harmful effects
of global warming and to send a message to the rest of the world that we accept the science of climate
change and we will not let the misguided beliefs of a few ruin our planet.”
 
"Delaware is the country’s lowest-lying state and with 381 miles of coastline, climate change is a very
real threat to our future,” said Delaware Governor John Carney. "As sea levels rise, more than
17,000 Delaware homes, nearly 500 miles of roadway and thousands of acres of wildlife habitat
including our critical wetlands are at risk of permanent inundation. Rising average temperatures and an
increase in extreme weather events also pose health risks to Delawareans, and threaten our economy.
The U.S. should lead in the global fight against climate change. Delaware is proud to join this coalition
of states providing that necessary leadership."
 
“As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S. Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while partnering
with other states to combat climate change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker said. “After
speaking with Governors Cuomo and Scott, our administration looks forward to continued, bipartisan
collaboration with other states to protect the environment, grow the economy and deliver a brighter
future to the next generation."



 
"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to uphold the tenets
of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our environment and our
economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the world what we can achieve by
working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet
to our children and grandchildren." 
 
“The ‘America First’ doctrine should put our children first too,” said Oregon Governor Kate
Brown. “Future generations deserve to inherit a world they can thrive in, not one that plays politics and
ignores the fact our climate is changing. Despite the decision by the White House to retreat, it is our
moral obligation to fulfill the goals of the Paris Agreement. Oregon will continue to make meaningful
strides, with the rest of the world, to ensure our communities and economies adapt to meet the
challenge of climate change."
 
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires immediate action to ensure future generations are
left with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and
data as primary tools in the decision making process.  As such, I strongly oppose the withdrawal from
the Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that all policy decisions even those perceived to
being small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.  Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million
American Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But
we all stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right now.
 
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to continue to support rules and regulations that
protect our environment. As most of the world move forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag
behind.”
 
"President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement was a tremendous mistake.
Rhode Island may be a small state, but climate change can have a big impact on our
communities," said Rhode Island Governor Gina M. Raimondo. "We are determined to fight
climate change from the front lines so that we can preserve our environment - including our
Narragansett Bay - for future generations and create good-paying, future-proof jobs in the
process. I'm proud to join Governors Cuomo, Brown and Inslee in this effort and hope other
governors - from both parties - join as well."
 
“Growing our economy and protecting our environment by supporting cleaner and more affordable
energy and transportation choices can go together,” said Vermont Governor Phil Scott. “If our
national government isn’t willing to lead in this area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I look
forward to supporting continued bipartisan cooperation on these matters and thank Governor Baker,
Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this important
issue.”
 
“As the first state in the Trump era to take executive action to limit carbon emissions and create clean
energy jobs, Virginia is proud to join the Climate Alliance,” said Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe.
“President Trump's announcement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement
does not speak for the states and cities that are committed to fighting climate change and paving the
way for a new energy economy. If the federal government insists on abdicating leadership on this issue,
it will be up to the American people to step forward -- and in Virginia we are doing just that."



 
###
 
 
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) [mailto:Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:30 AM
To: Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>; Aimee
Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Alexander
Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
PA cant join yet. No word from CO. lets get them on the next hit.

Everyone feel free to send at 1130a ET/830a PT
 
From: Noah Rayman [mailto:Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:25 AM
To: James Allen; Aimee Barnes; Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Davis, Chris (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Slightly updated to correct typo in quote from Puerto Rico (adding “I” before “strongly oppose”):
 
 
UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE ADDS 9 NEW STATES AND PUERTO RICO TO
COALITION COMMITTED TO UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors Brown, Cuomo and Inslee, Now
Includes 13 Members 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced that Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia have all joined the coalition, which is
committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking aggressive action on climate change.
In response to President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing
emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean
Power Plan.
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the sharing of information and best practices, and
implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors of the economy.
“The President has already said climate change is a hoax, which is the exact opposite of virtually all
scientific and worldwide opinion,” said Governor Brown. “I don't believe fighting reality is a good
strategy – not for America, not for anybody. If the President is going to be AWOL in this profoundly



important human endeavor, then California and other states will step up.”
“As the federal government turns its back on the environment, New York and states across the country
are picking up the mantle of climate leadership and showing the world it’s possible to address climate
change while also creating good-paying careers,” said Governor Cuomo. “The U.S. Climate Alliance
is committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of Washington’s
irresponsible actions. We welcome these 10 new members and look forward to collaborating and
maintaining the momentum in the global effort to protect our planet, while jumpstarting the clean
energy economy.”
"Those of us who understand science and feel the urgency of protecting our children's air and water are
as united as ever in confronting one of the greatest challenges of our lifetime,” said Governor Inslee.
“Our collective efforts to act on climate will ensure we maintain the U.S.'s commitment to curb carbon
pollution while advancing a clean energy economy that will bring good-paying jobs to America's
workers."
“Connecticut has been a national leader in combating climate change and we have no plans of slowing
down our efforts,” said Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy. “In the absence of leadership from
the White House in addressing climate change, it is incumbent upon the states to take action in order to
protect their residents. We remain committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Climate
Agreement because it is the right thing to do for not only the future of our state, but for the future of our
planet. I am proud to stand with my fellow governors in support of efforts to reverse the harmful effects
of global warming and to send a message to the rest of the world that we accept the science of climate
change and we will not let the misguided beliefs of a few ruin our planet.”
"Delaware is the country’s lowest-lying state and with 381 miles of coastline, climate change is a very
real threat to our future,” said Delaware Governor John Carney. "As sea levels rise, more than
17,000 Delaware homes, nearly 500 miles of roadway and thousands of acres of wildlife habitat
including our critical wetlands are at risk of permanent inundation. Rising average temperatures and an
increase in extreme weather events also pose health risks to Delawareans, and threaten our economy.
The U.S. should lead in the global fight against climate change. Delaware is proud to join this coalition
of states providing that necessary leadership."
“As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S. Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while partnering
with other states to combat climate change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker said. “After
speaking with Governors Cuomo and Scott, our administration looks forward to continued, bipartisan
collaboration with other states to protect the environment, grow the economy and deliver a brighter
future to the next generation."
"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to uphold the tenets
of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our environment and our
economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the world what we can achieve by
working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet
to our children and grandchildren." 
“The ‘America First’ doctrine should put our children first too,” said Oregon Governor Kate
Brown. “Future generations deserve to inherit a world they can thrive in, not one that plays politics and
ignores the fact our climate is changing. Despite the decision by the White House to retreat, it is our
moral obligation to fulfill the goals of the Paris Agreement. Oregon will continue to make meaningful
strides, with the rest of the world, to ensure our communities and economies adapt to meet the
challenge of climate change."
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires immediate action to ensure future generations are
left with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and



data as primary tools in the decision making process.  As such, I strongly oppose the withdrawal from
the Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that all policy decisions even those perceived to
being small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.  Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million
American Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But
we all stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right now.
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to continue to support rules and regulations that
protect our environment. As most of the world move forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag
behind.”
"President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement was a tremendous mistake.
Rhode Island may be a small state, but climate change can have a big impact on our
communities," said Rhode Island Governor Gina M. Raimondo. "We are determined to fight
climate change from the front lines so that we can preserve our environment - including our
Narragansett Bay - for future generations and create good-paying, future-proof jobs in the
process. I'm proud to join Governors Cuomo, Brown and Inslee in this effort and hope other
governors - from both parties - join as well."
“Growing our economy and protecting our environment by supporting cleaner and more affordable
energy and transportation choices can go together,” said Vermont Governor Phil Scott. “If our
national government isn’t willing to lead in this area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I look
forward to supporting continued bipartisan cooperation on these matters and thank Governor Baker,
Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this important
issue.”
“As the first state in the Trump era to take executive action to limit carbon emissions and create clean
energy jobs, Virginia is proud to join the Climate Alliance,” said Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe.
“President Trump's announcement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement
does not speak for the states and cities that are committed to fighting climate change and paving the
way for a new energy economy. If the federal government insists on abdicating leadership on this issue,
it will be up to the American people to step forward -- and in Virginia we are doing just that."
###
 
 
From: James Allen 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:19 AM
To: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>; Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
No chance to get PA on board this AM? Would be really great to get to 10 new members instead of 9
 
Would be happy to hold another 30 mins if we think we can lock them down
 
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 11:15 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Noah Rayman; Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran



Cc: 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
RI says to use the quote that they used previously and that Sam sent around:
 
"President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement was a tremendous mistake. Rhode
Island may be a small state, but climate change can have a big impact on our communities," said
Governor Raimondo. "We are determined to fight climate change from the front lines so that we can
preserve our environment - including our Narragansett Bay - for future generations and create good-
paying, future-proof jobs in the process. I'm proud to join Governors Cuomo, Brown and Inslee in this
effort and hope other governors - from both parties - join as well." 
 

From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 8:13 AM
To: 'Noah Rayman'; Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Thanks NY. Everyone format this up and plan to send. Before 1130a ET/8:30a PT Ill either send a new
draft with more states and quotes added, or else an “all clear - send now” email.
 
 
From: Noah Rayman [mailto:Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:03 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran
Cc: 'Aimee Barnes'; 'Dan Carol'; Victoria Harmon; 'Ali Bay'; 'Raul Hernandez'; 'Katie Wheeler
Mathews'; Ryan Dalton; 'Gareth Lacy'; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Ok. Here is the latest without MD and with RI quote in:
 
 
UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE ADDS 9 NEW STATES AND PUERTO RICO TO
COALITION COMMITTED TO UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors Brown, Cuomo and Inslee, Now
Includes 13 Members 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced that Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia have all joined the coalition, which is
committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking aggressive action on climate change.
In response to President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing
emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean
Power Plan.
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the sharing of information and best practices, and



implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors of the economy.
“The President has already said climate change is a hoax, which is the exact opposite of virtually all
scientific and worldwide opinion,” said Governor Brown. “I don't believe fighting reality is a good
strategy – not for America, not for anybody. If the President is going to be AWOL in this profoundly
important human endeavor, then California and other states will step up.”
“As the federal government turns its back on the environment, New York and states across the country
are picking up the mantle of climate leadership and showing the world it’s possible to address climate
change while also creating good-paying careers,” said Governor Cuomo. “The U.S. Climate Alliance
is committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of Washington’s
irresponsible actions. We welcome these 10 new members and look forward to collaborating and
maintaining the momentum in the global effort to protect our planet, while jumpstarting the clean
energy economy.”
"Those of us who understand science and feel the urgency of protecting our children's air and water are
as united as ever in confronting one of the greatest challenges of our lifetime,” said Governor Inslee.
“Our collective efforts to act on climate will ensure we maintain the U.S.'s commitment to curb carbon
pollution while advancing a clean energy economy that will bring good-paying jobs to America's
workers."
“Connecticut has been a national leader in combating climate change and we have no plans of slowing
down our efforts,” said Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy. “In the absence of leadership from
the White House in addressing climate change, it is incumbent upon the states to take action in order to
protect their residents. We remain committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Climate
Agreement because it is the right thing to do for not only the future of our state, but for the future of our
planet. I am proud to stand with my fellow governors in support of efforts to reverse the harmful effects
of global warming and to send a message to the rest of the world that we accept the science of climate
change and we will not let the misguided beliefs of a few ruin our planet.”
"Delaware is the country’s lowest-lying state and with 381 miles of coastline, climate change is a very
real threat to our future,” said Delaware Governor John Carney. "As sea levels rise, more than
17,000 Delaware homes, nearly 500 miles of roadway and thousands of acres of wildlife habitat
including our critical wetlands are at risk of permanent inundation. Rising average temperatures and an
increase in extreme weather events also pose health risks to Delawareans, and threaten our economy.
The U.S. should lead in the global fight against climate change. Delaware is proud to join this coalition
of states providing that necessary leadership."
“As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S. Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while partnering
with other states to combat climate change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker said. “After
speaking with Governors Cuomo and Scott, our administration looks forward to continued, bipartisan
collaboration with other states to protect the environment, grow the economy and deliver a brighter
future to the next generation."
"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to uphold the tenets
of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our environment and our
economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the world what we can achieve by
working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet
to our children and grandchildren." 
“The ‘America First’ doctrine should put our children first too,” said Oregon Governor Kate
Brown. “Future generations deserve to inherit a world they can thrive in, not one that plays politics and
ignores the fact our climate is changing. Despite the decision by the White House to retreat, it is our
moral obligation to fulfill the goals of the Paris Agreement. Oregon will continue to make meaningful
strides, with the rest of the world, to ensure our communities and economies adapt to meet the



challenge of climate change."
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires immediate action to ensure future generations are
left with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and
data as primary tools in the decision making process.  As such, strongly oppose the withdrawal from
the Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that all policy decisions even those perceived to
being small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.  Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million
American Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But
we all stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right now.
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to continue to support rules and regulations that
protect our environment. As most of the world move forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag
behind.”
"President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement was a tremendous mistake.
Rhode Island may be a small state, but climate change can have a big impact on our
communities," said Rhode Island Governor Gina M. Raimondo. "We are determined to fight
climate change from the front lines so that we can preserve our environment - including our
Narragansett Bay - for future generations and create good-paying, future-proof jobs in the
process. I'm proud to join Governors Cuomo, Brown and Inslee in this effort and hope other
governors - from both parties - join as well."
“Growing our economy and protecting our environment by supporting cleaner and more affordable
energy and transportation choices can go together,” said Vermont Governor Phil Scott. “If our
national government isn’t willing to lead in this area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I look
forward to supporting continued bipartisan cooperation on these matters and thank Governor Baker,
Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this important
issue.”
“As the first state in the Trump era to take executive action to limit carbon emissions and create clean
energy jobs, Virginia is proud to join the Climate Alliance,” said Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe.
“President Trump's announcement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement
does not speak for the states and cities that are committed to fighting climate change and paving the
way for a new energy economy. If the federal government insists on abdicating leadership on this issue,
it will be up to the American people to step forward -- and in Virginia we are doing just that."
###
 
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) [mailto:Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 11:00 AM
To: Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>; Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: 'Aimee Barnes' <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; 'Dan Carol' <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria
Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; 'Ali Bay' <Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; 'Raul Hernandez'
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; 'Katie Wheeler Mathews' <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; 'Gareth Lacy' <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John
O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen <Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime
(GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
MD is not on board today. Not a yes but not a no. They might be ready by Wed or Thurs. We should
hold just a bit longer. PA is near to getting on. CO also discussing this morning.
 



Lets plan for 1130a/830a release, now, please.
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 10:51 AM
To: 'Noah Rayman'; Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Here is Rhode Islands’ quote, from their release Friday:
"President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement was a tremendous mistake. Rhode
Island may be a small state, but climate change can have a big impact on our communities," said
Governor Raimondo. "We are determined to fight climate change from the front lines so that we can
preserve our environment - including our Narragansett Bay - for future generations and create good-
paying, future-proof jobs in the process. I'm proud to join Governors Cuomo, Brown and Inslee in this
effort and hope other governors - from both parties - join as well."
 
No final word from MD… (or CO or PA…) tho I just sent all 3 a “last call”… As of now none of them
are signers
 
Also, it strikes me that each of our states in issuing this release can order our governors names in their
own way - Im sure each will want to list their gov first.
 
NY ill send you any quotes I get from the last 3 states, in the next 10 mins. Please plan to send around
the last FINAL release, at 11a ET, for us each to send after that.
 
 
From: Noah Rayman [mailto:Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 10:40 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Latest draft release is below. Still waiting on confirmation from Maryland and a quote from Rhode
Island:
 
 
UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE ADDS 10 NEW STATES AND PUERTO RICO TO
COALITION COMMITTED TO UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors Brown, Cuomo and Inslee, Now
Includes 14 Members 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced that Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia have all joined the coalition,
which is committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking aggressive action on climate change.
In response to President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing
emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean



Power Plan.
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the sharing of information and best practices, and
implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors of the economy.
“The President has already said climate change is a hoax, which is the exact opposite of virtually all
scientific and worldwide opinion,” said Governor Brown. “I don't believe fighting reality is a good
strategy – not for America, not for anybody. If the President is going to be AWOL in this profoundly
important human endeavor, then California and other states will step up.”
“As the federal government turns its back on the environment, New York and states across the country
are picking up the mantle of climate leadership,” said Governor Cuomo. “The U.S. Climate Alliance
is committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of Washington’s
irresponsible actions, which will hurt our planet and our economy. In New York, we will continue to
aggressively fight climate change and remain at the forefront of the clean energy economy, attracting
the jobs and industries of tomorrow. We welcome these 11 new members and look forward to
collaborating and maintaining the momentum in the global effort to protect our planet.”
"Those of us who understand science and feel the urgency of protecting our children's air and water are
as united as ever in confronting one of the greatest challenges of our lifetime,” said Governor Inslee.
“Our collective efforts to act on climate will ensure we maintain the U.S.'s commitment to curb carbon
pollution while advancing a clean energy economy that will bring good-paying jobs to America's
workers."
“Connecticut has been a national leader in combating climate change and we have no plans of slowing
down our efforts,” said Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy. “In the absence of leadership from
the White House in addressing climate change, it is incumbent upon the states to take action in order to
protect their residents. We remain committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Climate
Agreement because it is the right thing to do for not only the future of our state, but for the future of our
planet. I am proud to stand with my fellow governors in support of efforts to reverse the harmful effects
of global warming and to send a message to the rest of the world that we accept the science of climate
change and we will not let the misguided beliefs of a few ruin our planet.”
"Delaware is the country’s lowest-lying state and with 381 miles of coastline, climate change is a very
real threat to our future,” said Delaware Governor John Carney. "As sea levels rise, more than
17,000 Delaware homes, nearly 500 miles of roadway and thousands of acres of wildlife habitat
including our critical wetlands are at risk of permanent inundation. Rising average temperatures and an
increase in extreme weather events also pose health risks to Delawareans, and threaten our economy.
The U.S. should lead in the global fight against climate change. Delaware is proud to join this coalition
of states providing that necessary leadership."
[HI – No Quote]
[MD]
“As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S. Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while partnering
with other states to combat climate change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker said. “After
speaking with Governors Cuomo and Scott, our administration looks forward to continued, bipartisan
collaboration with other states to protect the environment, grow the economy and deliver a brighter
future to the next generation."
"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to uphold the tenets
of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our environment and our
economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the world what we can achieve by
working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet
to our children and grandchildren." 



“The ‘America First’ doctrine should put our children first too,” said Oregon Governor Kate
Brown. “Future generations deserve to inherit a world they can thrive in, not one that plays politics and
ignores the fact our climate is changing. Despite the decision by the White House to retreat, it is our
moral obligation to fulfill the goals of the Paris Agreement. Oregon will continue to make meaningful
strides, with the rest of the world, to ensure our communities and economies adapt to meet the
challenge of climate change."
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires immediate action to ensure future generations are
left with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and
data as primary tools in the decision making process.  As such, strongly oppose the withdrawal from
the Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that all policy decisions even those perceived to
being small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.  Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million
American Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But
we all stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right now.
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to continue to support rules and regulations that
protect our environment. As most of the world move forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag
behind.”
[Rhode Island]
“Growing our economy and protecting our environment by supporting cleaner and more affordable
energy and transportation choices can go together,” Vermont Governor Phil Scott said. “If our
national government isn’t willing to lead in this area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I look
forward to supporting continued bipartisan cooperation on these matters and thank Governor Baker,
Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this important
issue.”
“As the first state in the Trump era to take executive action to limit carbon emissions and create clean
energy jobs, Virginia is proud to join the Climate Alliance,” said Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe.
“President Trump's announcement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement
does not speak for the states and cities that are committed to fighting climate change and paving the
way for a new energy economy. If the federal government insists on abdicating leadership on this issue,
it will be up to the American people to step forward -- and in Virginia we are doing just that."
###
 
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) [mailto:Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 10:01 AM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>;
Dan Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
+ CT’s quote (same as their Friday release):
 
“Connecticut has been a national leader in combating climate change and we have no plans of slowing
down our efforts,” Governor Malloy said. “In the absence of leadership from the White House in



addressing climate change, it is incumbent upon the states to take action in order to protect their
residents. We remain committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Climate Agreement
because it is the right thing to do for not only the future of our state, but for the future of our planet. I
am proud to stand with my fellow governors in support of efforts to reverse the harmful effects of
global warming and to send a message to the rest of the world that we accept the science of climate
change and we will not let the misguided beliefs of a few ruin our planet.”
 
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 8:14 AM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV); James Allen; Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; Noah Rayman; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
HI did not send a quote, so we wont have one to include. They did however give us permission to
announce their state in our release today, so leave Hawaii in. (In fact, Gov Ige announced Friday that he
would be joining the alliance. We could pull his quote from that release here, except I don’t think their
website is working, as the page wont load for me: https://governor.hawaii.gov/newsroom/governors-
office-news-release-governor-joins-u-s-climate-alliance-will-sign-bill-aligned-with-paris-agreement/)
 
Likewise CT hasn’t yet sent a quote. They’re telling me they will, but if not maybe just pull Gov
Malloy’s from his Friday statement: https://portal.ct.gov/Office-of-the-Governor/Press-Room/Press-
Releases/2017/06-2017/Gov-Malloy-Adds-CT-to-Coalition-of-States-Committed-to-Upholding-the-
Paris-Climate-Agreement
 
MD still considering and emailing with me this am..
 
From: Davis, Chris (GOV) 
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 10:39 PM
To: James Allen; Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; Noah Rayman; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Here’s OR:
 
Please ask that they refer to the Governor as “Governor Kate Brown” on first mention (to differentiate
us from CA Gov Jerry Brown). Also, in the first para of the one-pager -- we have already started
referring to you all as co-chairs as this point (https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-paris-climate-
change-goals-kate-brown/)... So first sentence of the Alliance principles could read: “In response to the
Administration’s decision to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Accord, Governors
Andrew Cuomo, Jay Inslee and Jerry Brown are Co-Chairs of the US States Climate Alliance....”
 
Here is Governor Kate Brown's Quote:
 
“The ‘America First’ doctrine should put our children first too. Future generations deserve to
inherit a world they can thrive in, not one that plays politics and ignores the fact our climate
is changing. Despite the decision by the White House to retreat, it is our moral obligation to fulfill



the goals of the Paris Agreement. Oregon will continue to make meaningful strides, with the rest
of the world, to ensure our communities and economies adapt to meet the challenge of climate
change."
 
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy and Carbon Markets| Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell: 360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov | chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
 
From: James Allen [mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 7:12 PM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>; Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>;
Dan Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
It's 10 PM on the east coast, so I think we should give our respective contacts a nudge and remind them
of our 10 AM EST deadline for quotes. 
 
See status update below, along with the responsible party for each. 
 
Also, I spoke to Governor Carney's team this evening -- Delaware will be joining the coalition and will
get me a quote in the morning. 
 
Quote Outstanding (note: highlighted states have neither committed publicly nor provided a
quote):
CA
WA
CO – Sam Ricketts (WA)
CT – James Allen (NY)
DE – James Allen (NY)
HI – Sam Ricketts (WA)
MD – Sam Ricketts (WA)
OR – Chris Davis (WA)
RI – Aimee Barnes (CA)
VA – Alexander Cochran (NY)
 
Have Quotes:
NY
MA
MN
PR
VT



UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE ADDS TK NEW STATES AND PUERTO RICO TO
COALITION COMMITTED TO UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD
 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors Brown, Cuomo and Inslee, Now
Includes TK Members
 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced thatColorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii,Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Virginia have all joined
the coalition, which is committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking aggressive action on
climate change.
 
In response to President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay R.
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing
emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean
Power Plan.
 
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the sharing of information and best practices, and
implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors of the economy.
 
[CA]
 
“As the federal government turns its back on the environment, New York and states across the country
are picking up the mantle of climate leadership,” said New York Governor Andrew M. Cuomo. “The
U.S. Climate Alliance is committed to meeting the standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of
Washington’s irresponsible actions, which will hurt our planet and our economy. In New York, we will
continue to aggressively fight climate change and remain at the forefront of the clean energy economy,
attracting the jobs and industries of tomorrow. We welcome these TK new members and look forward
to collaborating and maintaining the momentum in the global effort to protect our planet.”
 
[WA]
 
[CT]
 
[DE]
 
[HI]
 
[MD]
 
“As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S. Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while partnering
with other states to combat climate change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker said. “After
speaking with Governors Cuomo and Scott, our administration looks forward to continued, bipartisan
collaboration with other states to protect the environment, grow the economy and deliver a brighter
future to the next generation."
 



"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to uphold the tenets
of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our environment and our
economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the world what we can achieve by
working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet
to our children and grandchildren." 
 
[OR]
 
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires immediate action to ensure future generations are
left with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and
data as primary tools in the decision making process.  As such, strongly oppose the withdrawal from
the Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that all policy decisions even those perceived to
being small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.  Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million
American Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But
we all stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right now.
 
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to continue to support rules and regulations that
protect our environment. As most of the world move forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag
behind.”
 
[Rhode Island]
 
“Growing our economy and protecting our environment by supporting cleaner and more affordable
energy and transportation choices can go together,” Vermont Governor Phil Scott said. “If our
national government isn’t willing to lead in this area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I look
forward to supporting continued bipartisan cooperation on these matters and thank Governor Baker,
Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this important
issue.”
 
 [VA]
 
###
 

From: James Allen
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 5:57 PM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV); Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; Noah Rayman; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Yep 
 
 
From: Davis, Chris (GOV)
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 5:55 PM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Alexander Cochran



Cc: Aimee Barnes; James Allen; Noah Rayman; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith,
Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I’ve got one coming tonight from OR --- is NY still set to send out the joint release?
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy and Carbon Markets| Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell: 360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov | chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) 
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 2:51 PM
To: Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: Aimee Barnes <Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>; James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Dan
Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez <Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler
Mathews <katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton <Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>; John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Here is MN's quote.
Please include these folks when sending:
Matt.swenson@state.mn.us
Stephanie.zawistowski@state.mn.us
Linden.zakula@mn.state.us
 

"I am very pleased to announce that Minnesota will join the U.S. Climate Alliance, to
uphold the tenets of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state," said Governor
Mark Dayton. "President Trump’s withdrawal will cause serious damage to our
environment and our economy. Nevertheless, Minnesota and other states will show the
world what we can achieve by working together to conserve energy, to use cleaner and
renewable energy, and to leave a livable planet to our children and grandchildren."

 

On Jun 4, 2017, at 5:06 PM, Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov> wrote:

My point was IF we have folks on board that's there's a set understanding we go at a
specific time so we don't have to have a 450 email spamathon on what we are saying or
doing. A protocol so to speak.
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100



From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 4:26 PM
To: Alexander Cochran
Cc: Aimee Barnes; James Allen; Davis, Chris (GOV); Noah Rayman; Dan Carol; Victoria
Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I agree about going before that other letter too. Others may want to join and we should tee
up additional names for tues wed or thurs. (I don't think we need to do a new release every
day - i don't think our numbers continue to grow at this pace)
 
CO has shown some interest and we are going back and forth. They and MD are my
mission for the day. But the 11 states + 1 territory is already a list we should be proud of
for tmrw's release.
 

On Jun 4, 2017, at 4:08 PM, Alexander Cochran <Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
wrote:

James totally agree. Going forth should we set a set time to go every day if we
get new ones so everyone knows the plan? 
 
Fyi: nys will also be signing onto the non bloomberg bloomberg letter now
that Washington state has.
 
Kate: is John relaying that or should back to those folks?
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 3:46 PM
To: James Allen; Davis, Chris (GOV); Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Cc: Noah Rayman; Alexander Cochran; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali
Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I think we should go before the open letter. Also I think we should refrain
from referring it to "Bloomberg's" letter since he is not signing on to it either
in his capacity as a former mayor or on behalf of his business. We can talk
about messaging around this on Monday.

From: James Allen <James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 12:21 PM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV); Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Aimee Barnes
Cc: Noah Rayman; Alexander Cochran; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali



Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
It would be much better to be out early in the day since Bloomberg
announcing his open letter at 1 pm ET. 
 
In my experience with quotes, people are going to dilly dally unless we give
them a hard deadline, so I think we tell everyone if they want to be part of this
next announcement tomorrow, they need to sign on and provide us their quotes
by 10am ET for an 11 am ET release. 
 
Either way, we are still going to want to hustle to get more people to sign on
after this initial round of outreach, so we can plan to issue another update
release on Wednesday or Thursday with another handful of additions. 
 
Sound good? 

From: Davis, Chris (GOV) <chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 2:40 PM
To: James Allen; Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Aimee Barnes
Cc: Noah Rayman; Alexander Cochran; Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali
Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I think we need input from E. Coast comms people on right timing. Also need
to ensure we have quotes from sign on states. At this point, I’d argue being
comprehensive is more important than timing…
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy and Carbon Markets| Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell: 360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov | chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
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From: James Allen [mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 11:32 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>; Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
Cc: Noah Rayman <Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>; Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>; Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>; Dan Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>; Victoria
Harmon <Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>; Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>; Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>; Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>; Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>; Gareth Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>;
John O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>; Kate Dineen



<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
is 11 am ET a reasonable time to aim to get this release out the door
tomorrow? 

From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 12:53 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
Cc: Noah Rayman; James Allen; Alexander Cochran; Davis, Chris (GOV);
Dan Carol; Victoria Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith,
Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Quotes should also be in alpha order with the 3 cochair a listed before the new
signers. Pending Jaime's (WA comms) review and any other input she has, too..

On Jun 4, 2017, at 11:55 AM, Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV> wrote:

Headline byline should be alphabetical order
 
Please note no one in our press shop has weighed in on this yet
and needs to before we are clear
 
Lastly I talked to UN foundation yesterday and they had secured
the URL for the coalition previously when we were talking to
Rick, Pete, et al about them supporting this effort. They are going
to do the buildout on a quick-start landing page website for the
Alliance. As y'all probably know they house a number of efforts
(unbranded) including Sustainable Energy for All and are willing
to lend a hand. We can change/update it later but good to grab it
and have something basic for now.
 

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 4, 2017, at 8:03 AM, Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov> wrote:

Here's the latest draft release:
 
 
UNITED STATES CLIMATE ALLIANCE
ADDS TK NEW STATES AND PUERTO RICO
TO COALITION COMMITTED TO
UPHOLDING THE PARIS ACCORD



 
U.S. Climate Alliance, co-chaired by Governors
Cuomo, Brown and Inslee, Now
Includes TK Members
 
The U.S. Climate Alliance announced that
Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oregon, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, VA, TKTK and
Vermont have all joined the coalition, which is
committed to upholding the Paris Accord and taking
aggressive action on climate change.
 
In response to President Trump’s decision to
withdraw from the Paris Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo, California Governor Edmund G.
Brown Jr., and Washington State Governor Jay R.
Inslee formed the Alliance to convene U.S. states
committed to achieving the U.S. goal of reducing
emissions 26-28 percent from 2005 levels and
meeting or exceeding the targets of the federal Clean
Power Plan.
 
With input from all participants, the U.S. Climate
Alliance will also act as a forum to sustain and
strengthen existing climate programs, promote the
sharing of information and best practices, and
implement new programs to reduce carbon emissions
from all sectors of the economy.
 
“As the federal government turns its back on the
environment, states across the country are picking up
the mantle of climate leadership,” New York
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo said. “The U.S.
Climate Alliance is committed to meeting the
standards set forth in the Paris Accord regardless of
Washington’s irresponsible actions. We welcome
these TK new members and look forward to
collaborating and maintaining the momentum in the
fight against climate change.”
 
[CT]
 
[HI]
 
 “As the Commonwealth reiterates its commitment to
exceed the emission reduction targets of the Paris
Climate Agreement, today we join the U.S.
Climate Alliance to expand on our efforts while
partnering with other states to combat climate



change,” Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker
said. “After speaking with Governors Cuomo and
Scott, our administration looks forward to continued,
bipartisan collaboration with other states to protect
the environment, grow the economy and deliver a
brighter future to the next generation."
 
[MN]
 
[OR]
 
“Climate change is a real problem for all and requires
immediate action to ensure future generations are left
with a sustainable planet,” Puerto Rico Governor
Ricardo Rosselló said. “Our administration is
committed to protecting the environment. As a
Governor, who is also a scientist, I value science and
data as primary tools in the decision making process.
 As such, strongly oppose the withdrawal from the
Paris Agreement. Our administration understands that
all policy decisions even those perceived to being
small can have big, lasting effects on our planet.
 Puerto Rico, an Island that 3.4 million American
Citizens call home, would suffer greatly from the
devastating effects of rising sea levels.  But we all
stand to lose if we don't take meaningful action right
now.
 
“We call upon all public officials across our nation to
continue to support rules and regulations that protect
our environment. As most of the world move
forwards, our nation cannot sit idle and lag behind.”
 
[Rhode Island]
 
[VA]
 
“Growing our economy and protecting our
environment by supporting cleaner and more
affordable energy and transportation choices can go
together,” Vermont Governor Phil Scott said. “If
our national government isn’t willing to lead in this
area, the states are prepared to step up and lead. I
look forward to supporting continued bipartisan
cooperation on these matters and thank Governor
Baker, Governor Inslee, Governor Cuomo and
Governor Brown for working collaboratively on this
important issue.”
 



 
###
 

From: James Allen
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 11:01 AM
To: Alexander Cochran; Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris (GOV); Dan Carol; Victoria
Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah Rayman;
John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
TBD.
 
From: Alexander Cochran
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 10:58 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); James Allen; Aimee
Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris (GOV); Dan Carol; Victoria
Harmon; Ali Bay; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
I'm getting VA. What time are we going james?
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 10:02 AM
To: James Allen; Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris (GOV); Dan Carol; Victoria
Harmon; Alexander Cochran; Ali Bay; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; Noah Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Thanks James. Good pt. And can you circulate the
latest draft release to, for us to review and plug in our
quotes?
 
Ill grab quotes from HI, MN, CT.
Chris can you grab OR?



And then who was talking with RI and VA? I think it
was Aimee? Please grab quotes from them too.
 
Im also in the process of reaching out to CO, DE, IA,
MD, MI, MT, NV, PA - some of these being a follow-
up touch - to offer them a chance to join us tomorrow.
 
See attached updated spreadsheet with latest signers
and status, and some more contacts.
 
 
From: James Allen
[mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2017 9:51 AM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris (GOV); Dan Carol; Victoria
Harmon; Alexander Cochran; Ali Bay; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; Noah Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
To Sam's point, for states that we are going to
announce publicly tomorrow, can we please make
sure we're reaching out to folks today to secure
quotes for our joint release? It will be much easier to
secure by COB today versus scrambling tomorrow,
especially since we want to issue in the morning.  
 
I have Massachusetts, Vermont, and Puerto Rico
already. 

From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 03, 2017 10:53 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris (GOV); Dan Carol; James Allen;
Victoria Harmon; Alexander Cochran; Ali Bay; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; Noah Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Thanks Aimee. Can't edit or add to the spreadsheet on
my phone, but just to list Dan and Chris began below,
here is the latest list of committed state as I
understand it. We have 11 states + 1 territory. We
should make sure we have a quote from each for
Monday release. 



 
States who have already publicly announced their
participation in USCA:
Wa
CA
NY
OR
MA
VT
CT
RI
 
States who have told us they want to join but haven't
yet announced/may join our release Monday:
HI (sam talking to them about including Monday)
MN (wants to be included Monday)
VA  (who's talking to them?)
Puerto Rico (wants to be included Monday)
 

On Jun 3, 2017, at 6:46 PM, Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV> wrote:

I've been keeping a spreadsheet.
Attached.

From: Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 3, 2017 3:43 PM
To: Dan Carol; Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Cc: James Allen; Victoria Harmon;
Alexander Cochran; Ali Bay; Aimee
Barnes; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
Noah Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Thanks Dan....planning to set up a
google directory to hold materials until
we sort out a system. 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy
smartphone
 
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Dan Carol



<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>
Date: 6/3/17 3:39 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Davis, Chris (GOV)"
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>, "Ricketts,
Sam (GOV)"
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>, Victoria
Harmon
<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>,
Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>, Ali
Bay <Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>, Aimee
Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>, Raul
Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>,
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>, Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>, John
O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>,
Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>, "Smith,
Jaime (GOV)"
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
CT
RI

Sent using OWA for iPhone

From: Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 3, 2017 6:29:24 PM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV); Dan Carol
Cc: James Allen; Victoria Harmon;
Alexander Cochran; Ali Bay; Aimee
Barnes; Raul Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
Noah Rayman; John O'Leary; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
So to confirm:



 
Wa
CA
NY
OR
Hi
MA
VT
Puerto Rico
 
Missing any? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy
smartphone
 
 
-------- Original message --------
From: "Ricketts, Sam (GOV)"
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Date: 6/3/17 12:00 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Dan Carol <dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>
Cc: James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>, Victoria
Harmon
<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>,
Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>, Ali
Bay <Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>, Aimee
Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>,
"Davis, Chris (GOV)"
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>, Raul
Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>,
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>, Gareth
Lacy <Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>, John
O'Leary <John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>,
Kate Dineen



<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>, "Smith,
Jaime (GOV)"
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate Alliance next steps
 
Got some proactive outreach from MT
Friday, but we've only played phone
tag...

On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:31 PM, Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov> wrote:

Anyone working Montana.?

..I just had a second chat
with Colorado and they
usually go together

Sent using OWA for iPhone

From: James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 3, 2017
2:12:48 PM
To: Victoria Harmon;
Alexander Cochran; Ali
Bay; Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
I would leave alone and just
keep it to the folks who have
announced on their own in
the last 24 hours 
 
From: Victoria Harmon
Sent: Saturday, June 3,
2017 2:01 PM
To: Alexander Cochran;
Ali Bay; James Allen;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV);



Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
The Financial Times is
writing a piece to hit Sunday
for Monday's print edition
about what state's can do to
fill the fed climate void and
will discuss the alliance. Ed
Crooks (reporter) is asking if
we can confirm who
and how many beyond NY,
CA and WA have signed on
- and do we want to use
this opportunity to tell him
new names expected out
on Monday?
 
Victoria
 
 
Victoria Harmon
Senior Advisor to the
Chairman of Energy and
Finance
 
Office of Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo
633 Third Ave. New York,
New York 10017
 
212-379-6271 |
victoria.harmon@exec.ny.gov
m: 917-273-0879
www.governor.ny.gov
 
 

From: Alexander Cochran
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
5:44 PM



To: Ali Bay; James Allen;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Victoria Harmon; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Virginia is on board for
Monday. Shipping a quote
for us then. 
 
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Ali Bay
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
5:39 PM
To: James Allen; Ricketts,
Sam (GOV); Alexander
Cochran; Aimee Barnes;
Dan Carol; Davis, Chris
(GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Victoria Harmon; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Perfect. We’ll work on a
quote.
 
From: James Allen
[mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
2:37 PM
To: Ali Bay; Ricketts, Sam



(GOV); Alexander Cochran;
Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Victoria Harmon; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
All good. We can do
standalone quotes and hold
joint release until Monday.
 
From: Ali Bay
[mailto:Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
5:35 PM
To: James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>;
Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>;
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>;
Gareth Lacy
<Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>;
John O'Leary
<John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>;
Victoria Harmon
<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>;
Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;



Smith, Jaime (GOV)
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
We prefer to wait until
Monday on another joint
news release, and are happy
that states are also doing
their own announcement.
 
James – If we do a joint
release on Monday, my boss
would probably like to have
his own quote.
 
Thanks,
 
Ali
 
Ali Bay
Office of Governor Jerry
Brown
ali.bay@gov.ca.gov
916-445-4571
@GovPressOffice
 
 
From: James Allen
[mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
2:33 PM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Alexander Cochran; Aimee
Barnes; Dan Carol; Davis,
Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Ali
Bay; Noah Rayman; John
O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
I am OK with this but think
we should aim to do the roll-
up release on Monday.



 
CA -- what do you think?
 
From: Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
5:29 PM
To: James Allen;
Alexander Cochran; Aimee
Barnes; Dan Carol; Davis,
Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Ali
Bay; Noah Rayman; John
O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
I don’t think we need to or
should crash on issuing a
release tonight. Mass and
VT have each announced
their own participation,
which is great. We should
now green light each other
Dem state to announce their
participation, in their own
release, as well. And then I
suggest that we roll up all of
the new participants (10+,
already) into a statement
from the 3 co-chairs that can
go out early next week.
 
If we rush this tonight we
will not be able to get all of
those who have said they
want to join. Plus these
offices will probably want to
do their own releases, rather
than get crammed into ours.
 
So, my suggested path
forward:
1)      Our 3 govs retweet
Baker and Scott and



welcome them to the
#USClimateAlliance
2)      We each greenlight -
each state in contact with the
states you have heard from -
others who have said they
want to join to do their own
media releases saying as
much
3)      Early next week we
aggregate all of that into a
release from the 3 co-chairs
 
 
From: James Allen
[mailto:James.Allen@exec.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
5:20 PM
To: Alexander Cochran;
Aimee Barnes; Dan Carol;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Davis, Chris (GOV)
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Ali
Bay; Noah Rayman; John
O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Draft release below that NY,
CA, and WA would all issue
with a joint statement from
the co-chairs. Open to edits.
In terms of quotes, here are
the states we need to secure:
 
Connecticut – ?
Hawaii – California
reaching out for quote
Massachusetts – New York
reaching out for quote
Minnesota – California
reaching out for quote
Oregon – ?
Puerto Rico – New York
reaching out for quote



Vermont – New York
reaching out for quote
 
UNITED STATES
CLIMATE ALLIANCE
ADDS SEVEN NEW
STATES TO COALITION
COMMITTED TO
UPHOLDING THE
PARIS ACCORD

U.S. Climate Alliance, co-
chaired by Governors
Cuomo, Brown and Inslee,
Now Includes 10 Member
States
The U.S. Climate Alliance
announced that Connecticut,
Hawaii, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Oregon, Puerto
Rico, and Vermont have all
joined the coalition, which is
committed to upholding the
Paris Accord and taking
aggressive action on climate
change.
 
In response to President
Trump’s decision to
withdraw from the Paris
Accord, New York Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo,
California Governor
Edmund G. Brown Jr., and
Washington State Governor
Jay R. Inslee formed the
Alliance to convene U.S.
states committed to
achieving the U.S. goal of
reducing emissions 26-28
percent from 2005 levels
and meeting or exceeding
the targets of the federal
Clean Power Plan.
 
With input from all
participants, the U.S.
Climate Alliance will also
act as a forum to sustain and



strengthen existing climate
programs, promote the
sharing of information and
best practices, and
implement new programs to
reduce carbon emissions
from all sectors of the
economy.
 
“As the federal government
turns its back on the
environment, states across
the country are picking up
the mantle of climate
leadership,” said Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo,
California Governor
Edmund G. Brown Jr., and
Washington State
Governor Jay R. Inslee in
a joint statement. “The
U.S. Climate Alliance is
committed to meeting the
standards set forth in the
Paris Accord regardless of
Washington’s irresponsible
actions. We welcome these
seven new members and
look forward to
collaborating and
maintaining the momentum
in the fight against climate
change.”
 
 
From: Alexander Cochran 
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
5:18 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: Raul Hernandez



<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>;
Gareth Lacy
<Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>;
John O'Leary
<John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>;
Victoria Harmon
<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>;
Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;
Smith, Jaime (GOV)
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Vermont and baker going
shortly. They will send
quotes to james in our shop
to plug into a broad release
to put out. 
 
If we have others to put in
tonight, we do, if not we
drip drip Monday. Some
might want to wait until
Monday at 5:18p Friday.
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
5:14 PM
To: Dan Carol; Ricketts,
Sam (GOV); Alexander
Cochran; Davis, Chris
(GOV); James Allen
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Ali
Bay; Noah Rayman; John



O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Can we either have one
press office run point on
reaching out to other press
offices for quotes, or divide
and conquer? We need a
clear list of exactly which
states are signing on and we
don't want to leave anyone
out. I have press contacts for
HI and MN.
 

From: Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
2:12 PM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
'Alexander Cochran'; Davis,
Chris (GOV); James Allen;
Aimee Barnes
Cc: Raul Hernandez; Katie
Wheeler Mathews; Ryan
Dalton; Gareth Lacy; Ali
Bay; Noah Rayman; John
O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Fingers crossed!
 
Dan Carol
Senior Advisor on
Infrastructure and Energy
Office of California
Governor Edmund G.
Brown, Jr.
444 North Capitol Street
NW
Hall of the States, Suite 134
Washington, DC 20001
O: (202) 624-5273



C: (202) 770-9355
Email:
dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov
 
From: Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
[mailto:Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
5:06 PM
To: 'Alexander Cochran'
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>;
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
Cc: Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>;
Gareth Lacy
<Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>;
John O'Leary
<John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>;
Victoria Harmon
<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>;
Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>;
Smith, Jaime (GOV)
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Mass Gov Baker is also
talking with MD Gov Hogan
right now about MD
potentially joining too
 
 
From: Alexander Cochran
[mailto:Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov]



Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
5:05 PM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV);
James Allen; Aimee Barnes;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Cc: Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; Ali Bay; Noah
Rayman; John O'Leary;
Victoria Harmon; Kate
Dineen; Smith, Jaime
(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Vermont is going tonight.
Confirmed. 
Mass is 95 percent there
too. 
 
James from my comms shop
is communicating with
vermont now. 
 
We need to dems quotes
now if we are putting them
in today. 
 
A
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Davis, Chris (GOV)
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
4:54 PM
To: Alexander Cochran;
James Allen; Aimee
Barnes; Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Cc: Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez; Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton;
Gareth Lacy; Ali Bay;
Noah Rayman; John
O'Leary; Victoria Harmon;
Kate Dineen; Smith, Jaime



(GOV)
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Approach looks good to me. 
 
Do we have final confirm
from Hi and CT and RI? Do
we need someone to notify
the Ds? 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon,
Samsung Galaxy
smartphone
 
 
-------- Original message ----
----
From: Alexander Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Date: 6/2/17 1:40 PM
(GMT-08:00)
To: James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>,
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>,
"Davis, Chris (GOV)"
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>,
"Ricketts, Sam (GOV)"
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>,
Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>,
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>,
Gareth Lacy
<Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>,
Noah Rayman
<Noah.Rayman@exec.ny.gov>,
John O'Leary
<John.O'leary@exec.ny.gov>,
Victoria Harmon



<Victoria.Harmon@exec.ny.gov>,
Kate Dineen
<Kate.Dineen@exec.ny.gov>,
"Smith, Jaime (GOV)"
<jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
Just talked to vermonT.
They are still trending strong
towards today. They are fine
with that approach being
included with others. Also
they will als o likely to own
stmt possibly joint with
baker for local press
reasons. 
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: James Allen
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
4:36 PM
To: Alexander Cochran;
Aimee Barnes; Davis, Chris
(GOV); Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Cc: Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez; katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
Ali Bay; Noah Rayman;
John O'Leary; Victoria
Harmon; Kate Dineen;
'Smith, Jaime (GOV)'
Subject: RE: Climate
Alliance next steps
 
It makes the most sense to
announce all seven of the
new additions together
(Connecticut, Hawaii,
Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oregon, Puerto Rico,
Vermont). That gets us to 10
members already. Ideally,



we would announce this
Monday morning to start the
week since it’s already
almost 5 p.m. on the East
Coast, but I presume these
states all want to go on-the-
record ASAP.
 
CA/WA – what do you think
in terms of timing?
 
We are happy to take pen on
release unless someone has
already started.
 
From: Alexander Cochran 
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
4:23 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>;
James Allen
<James.Allen@exec.ny.gov>
Cc: Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>;
Gareth Lacy
<Gareth.Lacy@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Ali Bay
<Ali.Bay@GOV.CA.GOV>
Subject: Re: we should do a
release from 3 co chairs
announcing Baker and
vermont come in and put
their quotes into it.
 
Looping james too. 
 
Also add Puerto Rico to the



D's list. They are in.
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Aimee Barnes
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
4:18 PM
To: Davis, Chris (GOV);
Alexander Cochran;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
Cc: Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez; katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton; Gareth Lacy;
Ali Bay
Subject: Re: we should do
a release from 3 co chairs
announcing Baker and
vermont come in and put
their quotes into it.
 
Hi all,
 
I'm looping in our comms
folks since this is really their
domain. We'll need to run
this up the chain. What is
the proposal in terms of
what we would do about HI,
OR, MN, CT in the release?
 
Thanks,
Aimee

From: Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
1:13 PM
To: Alexander Cochran;
Ricketts, Sam (GOV);
Aimee Barnes
Cc: Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez; katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton



Subject: RE: we should do
a release from 3 co chairs
announcing Baker and
vermont come in and put
their quotes into it.
 
Agreed – are we feeling
confident enough to begin
drafting?
 
CHRIS DAVIS
Senior Advisor – Energy
and Carbon Markets| Office
of Governor Jay Inslee
Desk: 360-902-0490| Cell:
360-972-5693
www.governor.wa.gov |
chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
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From: Alexander Cochran
[mailto:Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017
1:13 PM
To: Ricketts, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>;
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
Cc: Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Davis, Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>
Subject: Re: we should do a
release from 3 co chairs
announcing Baker and
vermont come in and put
their quotes into it.
 



 
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017
4:04 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
Cc: Dan Carol; Alexander
Cochran; Davis, Chris
(GOV); Raul Hernandez;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler Mathews;
Ryan Dalton
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance Next Steps
 
Just reached out to MD
again too. And pushed VT in
their direction.

On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:55 PM,
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
wrote:

I talked to NV.
Some issues
with their
legislative
session but they
didn't say no.

From: Dan
Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday,
June 2, 2017
12:39 PM
To: Aimee
Barnes;
Alexander
Cochran;
Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)



Cc: Davis,
Chris (GOV);
Raul
Hernandez;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan
Dalton
Subject: RE:
Climate
Alliance Next
Steps
 
Michigan
Update:
Just hung up
with Valerie
Braden who is
highly engaged
on Accord stuff
in a very
productive way.
As I suspected,
Michigan Gov
Snyder is highly
unlikely to be a
signer. 
Everything they
are doing on
clean energy
now is framed
without the C
word.
So unless one of
our CEO to
Snyder missiles
strikes deep in
the heart, think
we should turn
our attention to
Nevada.
 
 
 
Dan Carol
Senior Advisor
on
Infrastructure



and Energy
Office of
California
Governor
Edmund G.
Brown, Jr.
444 North
Capitol Street
NW
Hall of the
States, Suite
134
Washington,
DC 20001
O: (202) 624-
5273
C: (202) 770-
9355
Email:
dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov
 
From: Aimee
Barnes
[mailto:Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV]
Sent: Friday,
June 2, 2017
3:32 PM
To: Alexander
Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>;
Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Davis,
Chris (GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
Dan Carol
<dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov>;
Raul Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler
Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>
Subject: Re:
Climate



Alliance Next
Steps
 
if anyone has
talked to VA
please text me,
510-541-9871. I
have an email
from them I
need to respond
to quickly but
don't want to
get crosswise
with anyone.

From:
Alexander
Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>
Sent: Friday,
June 2, 2017
12:22 PM
To: Ricketts,
Sam (GOV);
Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis,
Chris (GOV);
Dan Carol; Raul
Hernandez;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan
Dalton
Subject: Re:
Climate
Alliance Next
Steps
 
I talked Peter
Walke is an
depty secretary
on enviro up in
vermont.
Number two
guy and he told
me an hour ago
that they wanted
until Monday.



He also said
keep it broad
and give states
enough room to
manuever it and
meet the goals
there way and
we have more
chance with the
repubs in NE. 
 
A
 
 
ALEXANDER

Alexander Cochran, Special Counsel to the Governor 
202.434.7100
From: Ricketts, Sam
(GOV)
Sent: Friday, June 2,
2017 2:45 PM
To: Aimee Barnes
Cc: Davis, Chris
(GOV); Dan Carol;
Raul Hernandez;
Alexander Cochran;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie Wheeler
Mathews; Ryan Dalton
Subject: Re: Climate
Alliance Next Steps
 
Mass and VT
are very likely
going to join,
and they want
to announce
today that they
are doing so. I
told them that I
thought this
would be ok.
Can I get that
authorization
from the group?
 
Evolved



thinking here
being that we
green light
everyone who
wants to
announce that
they are joining
to d their own
release at their
discretion.
 
And then we
three can bundle
all of the news
adds into
something to
release by mid
next week.
 
Drip, drip, drip,
drip...

On Jun 2, 2017,
at 2:39 PM,
Aimee Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
wrote:

Also
Chris,
I
think
we
need
those
high
level
points
on
what
this
is
ASAP.
I'm
holding
off
on
responding



to a
number
of
emails
but
want
to
get
back
to
folks.
Let
me
know
if I
can
be
helpful
with
drafting.
Thanks!

From:
Ricketts,
Sam
(GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:
Friday,
June
2,
2017
11:22
AM
To:
Davis,
Chris
(GOV)
Cc:
Dan
Carol;
Aimee
Barnes;
Raul
Hernandez;
Alexander
Cochran;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;



Katie
Wheeler
Mathews;
Ryan
Dalton
Subject:
Re:
Climate
Alliance
Next
Steps
 
Good
pt
Chris.
If
states
want
to
announce
their
intention
to
join
I
don't
know
if
we
can
or
should
try
to
stop
them.
But
maybe
they
go
ahead,
and
we
follow
with
an
official
group
release



including
all
the
new
adds,
on
Tuesday?

On
Jun
2,
2017,
at
1:52
PM,
Davis,
Chris
(GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>
wrote:

I
believe
OR
is
planning
to
announce
their
intention
to
join
today.
We
didn’t
discuss
the
pressure
some
leaders
are
feeling
from
constituents
to
join
so
as
I



understand
it
OR
respond
affirmatively
but
will
caveat
their
announcement
somewhat
pending
our
next
steps.
Propose
we
keep
the
pressure
on
the
R
states
and
let
the
Ds
announce
their
intent
if
they
feel
the
need
while
holding
ourselves
for
a
“welcome
new
signons”
announcement
as
planned
for
next



week.
 
C
 
CHRIS
DAVIS
Senior
Advisor
–
Energy
and
Carbon
Markets|
Office
of
Governor
Jay
Inslee
Desk:
360-
902-
0490|
Cell:
360-
972-
5693
www.governor.wa.gov
|
chris.davis@gov.wa.gov
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From:
Dan
Carol
[mailto:dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov]
Sent:
Friday,
June
02,
2017
10:49
AM
To:
Ricketts,
Sam
(GOV)



<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>;
Aimee
Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
Cc:
Raul
Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>;
Alexander
Cochran
<Alexander.Cochran@exec.ny.gov>;
Davis,
Chris
(GOV)
<chris.davis@gov.wa.gov>;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie
Wheeler
Mathews
<katie.wheelermathews@wdc.ca.gov>;
Ryan
Dalton
<Ryan.Dalton@exec.ny.gov>
Subject:
Re:
Climate
Alliance
Next
Steps
 
MN
in
HI
in

Sent
using
OWA
for
iPhone

From:
Ricketts,
Sam
(GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:



Friday,
June
2,
2017
1:29:16
PM
To:
Aimee
Barnes
Cc:
Raul
Hernandez;
Alexander
Cochran;
Davis,
Chris
(GOV);
Dan
Carol;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie
Wheeler
Mathews;
Ryan
Dalton
Subject:
Re:
Climate
Alliance
Next
Steps
 
Very
good
talk
with
Mass.
They
expect
to
know
today.

On
Jun
2,
2017,
at



1:08
PM,
Aimee
Barnes
<Aimee.Barnes@GOV.CA.GOV>
wrote:

Great!
Thanks
Sam
for
your
Herculean
efforts!

Sent
from
my
iPhone

On
Jun
2,
2017,
at
10:07
AM,
Ricketts,
Sam
(GOV)
<Sam.Ricketts@gov.wa.gov>
wrote:

Just
had
a
very
good
conversation
with
VT.
They
are
seriously
considering
and
i
told
them
about



Monday
cob
deadline.
Most
helpful
for
them
to
brief
their
gov
would
be
a
little
more
paper
-
just
like
that
principles
doc
we
discussed
and
Chris
was
going
to
cook
and
circulate.
 
Meantime
mass
just
emailed
to
say
they're
discussing
today.
About
to
call
them
with
latest



and
this
paper
can
only
help
with
them
too.

On
Jun
2,
2017,
at
12:00
PM,
Raul
Hernandez
<Raul.Hernandez@GOV.CA.GOV>
wrote:

Sorry
for
the
delay.
That
number
seems
to
work.
Thanks.
 
Raul
 
-
-
-
-
-
Original
Appointment-
-
-
-
-
From:
Aimee
Barnes



Sent:
Friday,
June
02,
2017
8:20
AM
To:
'Alexander
Cochran';
Davis,
Chris
(GOV);
Raul
Hernandez;
dan.carol@wdc.ca.gov;
katie.wheeler-
matthews@wdc.ca.gov;
Katie
Wheeler
Mathews
Cc:
Ricketts,
Sam
(GOV);
Ryan
Dalton
Subject:
Climate
Alliance
Next
Steps
When:
Friday,
June
02,
2017
9:00
AM-
10:00
AM
America/Los_Angeles.
Where:
Raul
to
confirm
we
can
use



Dial-
in:
866-
722-
0266
Passcode:
2841062
 
 
Hi
folks,

Alexander,
hope
your
family
is
feeling
better.
Wanted
to
see
if
9am
pacific
for
a
call
works
tomorrow.
Here
is
a
rough
agenda,
feel
free
to
add/subtract:

1)     
Immediate
next
steps



a.     
Coalition
of
coalitions
letter
(attached)
–
we
need
to
figure
out
what
we
think
the
relationship
between
our
newly
announced
Alliance
and
this
Coalition
effort
will
be,
if
any

2)     
Recruitment

a.     
Updates
on
interest
and
division
of
recruitment
responsibilities

b.     
When
to
announce
additional



signatories

3)     
In-
person
meeting

a.     
We’d
propose
to
convene
an
in
person
meeting
of
Governors
and
senior
advisor
level
folks
(basically
whoever
will
staff
their
Gov
on
this
effort)
over
the
next
few
weeks,
to
give
a
visible
opportunity
for
additional
govs
to
come
on
board,



and
to
give
this
group
direction
and
detail
next
steps

4)     
Support/resourcing

If
the
9am
time
doesn’t
work
for
you
guys
let
me
know
what
does.
I
have
a
wall
of
calls
tomorrow
but
am
happy
to
move
things
around
so
we
can
make
this



work.
Thanks.

Aimee
 

 
Disclaimer
The
information
contained
in
this
communication
from
the
sender
is
confidential.
It
is
intended
solely
for
use
by
the
recipient
and
others
authorized
to
receive
it.
If
you
are
not
the
recipient,
you
are
hereby
notified
that
any
disclosure,



copying,
distribution
or
taking
action
in
relation
of
the
contents
of
this
information
is
strictly
prohibited
and
may
be
unlawful.

This
email
has
been
scanned
for
viruses
and
malware,
and
may
have
been
automatically
archived
by
Mimecast
Ltd,
an
innovator
in
Software
as
a
Service
(SaaS)
for
business.



Providing
a
safer
and
more
useful
place
for
your
human
generated
data.
Specializing
in;
Security,
archiving
and
compliance.
To
find
out
more
Click
Here.
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